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The Student Centric Difference

Education should be a catalyst for personal progress, not a barrier. For over 20 years, 25,000+ students have experienced YU’s modern, credentialed approach to be the most efficient and effective path in achieving their goals.

	Flexibility to Individual Schedules & Aspirations – Accelerated Programs via transfer of previously earned credits and year-round study availability,  Abundant Online Options & Year-Round start dates
	Award Winning and Fully Accredited University – Pre-Requisites for Professional Designations (CPA, PMP, CCPA & more) with quality and practitioner-oriented Doctorate, Master’s & Bachelor’s degrees under the written consent of provincial academic authorities
	Enhanced Learning Experience – Smaller classes sizes led by Best-In-Class Faculty with real-world professional successes
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Programs










Undergraduate Programs


Graduate Programs





Our undergraduate programs are industry-recognized and accredited. The accelerated degrees help you develop the skills you need to excel in your career, whether it is business acumen, creative ability, or a mix of both. 









Business Programs
Five business degrees, one objective—help you achieve your goals be it career advancement, entrepreneurship, or professional certifications.






 




Arts Programs
Prepare for leadership opportunities in the creative industries under the mentorship of award-winning industry professionals.






 




Interior Design Program
Discover your path to becoming a registered interior designer with one of Canada’s most respected and recognized degrees in interior design.






 



EXPLORE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
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Our graduate programs are designed for lifelong learners and empathetic changemakers. With our online programs, you can continue working while preparing for a career where you make a real difference.









Education Programs
Build a rewarding career in education, be it K-12, higher education or organizations with our master’s and graduate certificate programs.






 




Behavioural Sciences Programs
Master’s and doctoral degrees for the empathy-driven professionals looking to advance their careers and become leaders in their fields.






 



EXPLORE GRADUATE PROGRAMS
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Why Yorkville University
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Student Centricity

We welcome students from all different life stages, backgrounds, and parts of the world. Our programs are designed with the student’s needs. With flexible, innovative, and career-focused programs, we equip graduates with the skills that employers value. 
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Career Relevant Programs

We keep moving forward with constant improvements to our technology, our teaching, and our program offerings. Our programs are designed with comprehensive employer input for a competitive edge in the job market.
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Dedicated Faculty

Our programs are taught by industry-experienced faculty. The value of your Yorkville education begins on the first day of class. You’ll learn things you can apply right away, in small classes, with professors who have real experience.































Recognitions and Accreditations




Yorkville University offers students the opportunity to earn prerequisites to apply for a variety of professional designations and stand out in the competitive job market. Some professional associations also allow students to apply for membership, which can help you gain on-the-job recognition.
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Blog

2024/02/23



Guest Blog | Jahvon Hanson’s Personal Reflections on Black History Month
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More Details
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2024/01/23



What Can You Do with a Master of Education Degree (M.Ed.)?
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More Details
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2024/01/19



5 Reasons to Pursue a Doctor of Counselling and Psychotherapy (DCP) Degree from Yorkville University
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More Details
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What is the difference between a professional doctorate and a Ph.D.?
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More Details
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2024/01/15



Frontline Mental Health Professionals Consider Financial Stress to be the No. 1 Concern Facing Canadians Seeking Mental Health Support: Poll
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More Details
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January Showcase | Amazing YU Faculty, Alumni & Student Accomplishments
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More Details
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2023/12/08



BCA Student Geo LaForme to be Published in Upcoming Horror Anthology, ‘Demons & Deathdrops’
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More Details
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BID Student Dhvani Savaliya Wins ARIDO’s Gary Hewson Memorial Scholarship
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More Details
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YU’s Senior eLearning Specialist Aimee Trafton Publishes Two Books in 2023
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